Trade Journals and Google: A Researcher's Bonanza!
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"Trade journals" are magazine publications that are targeted to specific industries and provide the
latest in the way of news, trends, developments, editorial commentary, analysis, advertising, and
vehicles for linkage among those working in the trade. Most industries have one or more trade
journals, often extending back to the mid-late 19th century or even earlier. The frequency of their
publication generally varies from weekly to monthly.
For the antique and vintage advertising collector, trade journals provide invaluable information
about the history of American and foreign companies. The "news" reported by trade journals is
exceptionally detailed and covers a broad range of events from important mergers and new
product roll-outs to the not-so-important, such as hirings, vacations, and illnesses. A good
example of the "not-so-important? Here is a brief article, quoted in its entirety, from a 1919 issue
of "The United States Tobacco Journal": "Joe Cowley, of Grommes & Elson, is looking younger
than ever, spruced up as usual and retains his captivating smile". Yes, trade journals ranged in
content from the folksy to the monumental.
In addition to information related to news, analysis, and editorial commentary, trade journals have
also published an untold number of examples of period advertising as well as trademarks, logos,
and other clues to dating. For any collector that enjoys digging into history and learning more
about the items they possess, trade journals can be an intriguing and unmatched resource.
Unfortunately, original issues of vintage trade journals in good condition are hard to come by and
are often expensive. A single issue of a trade journal will generally range from $25-$100 and
bound compilations of several issues can run into the hundreds. The good news is that Google
has digitized a great number of complied volumes of trade journals and they are readily available
as PDF files. The secret is that you need to look for them in Google Books. Most of them have
been determined to be in the public domain and are available free. However, some others, for
reasons that seem unclear, may be purchased for a fee or placed in a Google cloud account.
Searching for free trade journals on Google can be a bit like an Easter egg hunt. Unless you
know the name of the journal, it may be a bit tricky to find what you are looking for. Even if you
enter the exact name of the magazine, and even put it in quotes, nothing may come up--even
when something is actually there. Placing a year (e.g., 1915) after the name of the journal or
simply trying another day, can often lead to new finds popping up. With lots of patience, a great
deal of material can usually be found.
What follows below are some images that came from a variety of trade journals. They were all
acquired without charge via Google Books. Each bound volume typically includes from 6 to 12
issues of the trade journal.
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Ad From Soda Fountain Magazine, 1922

Ad from Clothing Designer & Manufacturer, 191

A couple of Ads from Dry Goods Reporter, 1914

Ad from Shoe & Leather Journal, 1902

Ad from Hardware Dealers Magazine, 1910

Ad from National Druggist, 1922

Ad from Tobacco, 1922

Cover Page/Editorial Cartoon from United States Tobacco Journal, 1908

